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Abstract: This paper deeply studies the phenomenon of hard to satisfy the user’s personalized services and only a few researches
on users themselves in the model of Software as a Service (SaaS), then proposes a users’ behavior feature extraction model based on
Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMM) to solve the problem of getting users hidden information on SaaS platform first. The model uses
the probability distribution of state duration time to control user’s browsing behaviors, combines hidden states which describe features
with time relativity, and applies improved Viterbi algorithm to get user features sequence. Then cluster users by dynamic K-means
algorithm, which doesn’t need to give K cluster centers in the process of clustering but adjusts center value automatically through
the comparison of clustering quality in every iterative process, finally gets optimal clustering results. Detailed simulation analysis
demonstrates that the presented algorithm is of high efficiency of space and time and is more stable.
Keywords: Software as a Service, User Characteristics, Hidden semi-Markov Model, Dynamic Clustering

1. Introduction
Cloud computing and cloud services have recently
become hot issues in improving organizations’
information technology (IT) competitiveness and
performance. Cloud computing involves making
computing, data storage, and software services available
via the Internet [1]. Goscinski and Brock [2] indicated
that computing resources hosted within the cloud can
perform in many roles such as database services, virtual
servers, service workflows or configurations of distributed
computing systems. More importantly, cloud services
based on cloud computing can free an organization from
the burden of having to develop and maintain large-scale
IT systems; therefore, the organization can focus on its
core business processes and implement the supporting
applications to deliver the competitive advantages.
Generally, cloud services can be divided into three
subcategories: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Among them, SaaS [3] is regarded as a potential segment
and the utilization of SaaS solutions can lead to many
benefits for enterprise users with profound consequences
in improving IT performance. SaaS pushes the functions
∗ Corresponding

of common software onto the infrastructure layer and
achieves various business functions on it, third-party
operators are responsible for operation and maintenance,
so the security and reliability of data depend completely
on the credibility of service operators. SaaS provides a
pathway with fast, convenient implementation and
advanced informationization technology to users, but
usually, it only offers standardization and unification
system services instead of satisfying users’ personalized
services.
At present, the studies on personalized services in
SaaS model are still in an exploratory stage and there are
few literatures in this field at home and abroad[4]. Wu et
al.[5] presumed that an organization will augment the
trust of adopting SaaS solutions when perceived risks
decrease and/or perceived benefits increase. To gain
insights into this issue, a solution framework using a
modified Decision Making Trial and Evaluation
Laboratory (DEMATEL) approach is proposed. Wu et al.
[6] also developed an explorative model that examines
important factors affecting SaaS adoption, in order to
facilitate understanding with regard to adoption of SaaS
solutions. An explorative model using partial least
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squares (PLS) path modeling is proposed and a number of
hypotheses are tested, which integrates TAM related
theories with additional imperative constructs such as
marketing effort, security and trust. On the basis of study
on SaaS business process customization and
authentication mechanisms of TLA, Shi et al.[7] proposed
a behavior model and authentication framework which
supports tenant business process customization and
designs services recommendation algorithm to satisfy
different tenants’ personalized business services. Zhang et
al.[8] proposed a policy-driven customization mechanism,
if the tenant’s customization demand is the same with
customization policy, the provider will upgrade the
services. Wu et al.[9] proposed an analytical framework
containing two approaches-Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) and Rough Set Theory (RST). An
empirical study on the IT/MIS enterprises in Taiwan is
carried out. The results have revealed a considerable
amount of meaningful information, which not only
facilitates the SaaS vendors to grasp users’ needs and
concerns about SaaS adoption, but also helps the
managers to introduce effective marketing strategies and
actions to promote the growth of SaaS market. Jaeger et
al. [?, 10]sed mode decision algorithm to determine every
process node’s best service. Kim et al.[11] proposed a
novel method for integrating existing softwares in the
SaaS environment. This method can be applied to all the
commercial softwares, and they illustrated business
software integration using the proposed method. The
integrated software is service-oriented through Internet
access, where the customers only pay for the service that
they want to use.
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2. Background
2.1. Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMM)[12–15] is a
semi-continuous HMM between continuous and discrete
Hidden Markov Model, it allows the basic process to be a
semi-Markov chain and has a variable cycle or residence
time for each state. A HSMM with N states can be briefly
denoted as λ = (N, M, p, A, B, pi (d)) , its model is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1 HSMM model

2.2. Characteristic of coincidence

This paper focuses on users themselves and proposes
an integration model based on Hidden Semi-Markov
Models (HSMM) for user’s behavior features extraction
of SaaS platform. HSMM uses the probability distribution
of state duration time to control user’s browsing
behaviors, combines hidden states which describe
features and time relativity tightly. Also it can generate
multiple observation sequences and according to this
characteristic, it divides text messages into multiple text
block subdomains to make every subdomain’s feature be
mutual correspondence to an observation sequence, then
applies improved Viterbi algorithm to get user features
sequence. Later, cluster users based on user features
sequence. Here, we propose a dynamic K-means
clustering algorithm to cluster. By the simulated test, this
model and algorithm were showed great effectiveness and
practicability. A review of background is given in Section
2. In Sections 3, the way our method of user’s behavior
features extraction is described. Section 4 describes the
dynamic clustering algorithm based on HSMM. Section 5
provides experimental results of presented algorithm on a
real dataset. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
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The different degree of coincidence between two users’
data streams exists in multiple data streams environment
of SaaS platform. The degree of data stream coincidence
reflects the similarity of variation tendency of data
stream. The essence of multiple data streams clustering is
to gather similar objects through analyzing the similarity
of data streams.
Defintion 1. For the data streams X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xn },Y =
{y1 , y2 , ..., yn }.Given the formula:
√
m

ρxy = ∑ (xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)/
i=1

m

∑ (xi − x̄)2 (yi − ȳ)2

(1)

i=1

and x̄ = (x1 +x2 +...+xn )/n ,ȳ = (y1 +y2 +...+yn )/n,
in which ρxy reflects the similarity between X and Y , also
|ρxy | ≤ 1, bigger the ρxy is, higher the relevance is.

3. The method of user’s behavior features
extraction
Detailed steps: at first, preprocess the marked samples
and use BW algorithm to train HSMM, initialize and
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build the most appropriate HSMM, then introduce the
preprocessed features to the model and use the improved
Viterbi algorithm to decode, thus output required marked
sequence which exactly are user’s behavior features
needed.
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4. Simulation model and algorithm
This section proposes a users dynamic clustering
algorithm, dynamic K-means, which clusters the users on
the basis of user features sequence mentioned above. The
whole process of users dynamic clustering in SaaS is
shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Model establishment and features
extraction
(1) Preprocess the feature information of user behaviors
orderly, select keywords, titles, page retention time,
marked behaviors, operation behaviors and link behaviors
as hidden state sequences, and subdivide the later three
ones to the next level of hidden state, for example,
marked behavior contains the increase of bookmarks and
the save of pages these two hidden state sequences.
(2) Preprocess marked training samples, collect server
and client’s data, form texts after preliminary treatment
and scan the texts, then transform marked text sequence
into marked text block sequence on the basis of
typesetting and separator information such as newline,
colon, two lines spaces and so on.
(3) Calculate HSMM’s parameters.
(4) Apply established HSMM to extract user’s
behavior features. Take the processed observations
O = O1 , O2 , ..., Ot for the input of the model, then use
improved Viterbi algorithm to calculate and find the
marked state sequence of maximum probability, the
observation text marked as target state label is user’s
features which have been extracted.

3.2. Improved Viterbi algorithm
Viterbi algorithm is used to find the optimal state
sequence O∗ = q∗1 , q∗2 , qt∗ , ..., and maximize the probability
P(Q, O|λ ) . As in the process of iteration of Viterbi
algorithm, underflow problem and time complexity will
increase rapidly with the increase of constraint length
caused by too much continual multiplication, for this
shortcoming, we propose an improved method whose
specific measures are as follows: use logarithm method to
solve the problem of underflow and the rapid increase of
time complexity in HSMM, modify the main formulas
involved in the steps of Viterbi algorithm.
(1)
Preprocessing:
πi′ = log(πi ), b′i (ot ) =
′
′
log(bi (ot )), ai j = log(ai j ), p j = log(p j (d)).
(2)
Initialization:
partial
probability
is
δ1 (i)′ = log(δ1 (i)) , backward pointer is ϕ1 (i) = 0.
(3) Recursive process: partial probability is

δt′ (i) = log[δt (i)]
t

= max1≤i≤N {log[ ∑ δt−d (i)ai j p j (d)
d−1

t

∏

b j (Os )]},

s=t−d+1

backward pointer is ϕt (i) = argmax1≤i≤N {δt−1 ( j)a ji }

Figure 2 Flow diagram of users dynamic clustering in SaaS

4.1. The algorithm
In this paper, we set reciprocal of ρxy as measurement of
distance
and
use
objective
function
G = ∑Ki=1 ∑x j ∈ci 1/ρx j c′i to dynamically evaluate the
clustering quality of each iteration. Bigger the G is, better
the cluster quality is, and set c′i as the center of cluster ci
,ρx j c′i as the correlation coefficient of data stream x j and
corresponding cluster center.
Dynamic K-means algorithm is a method of
optimized solution, distinguishes of K-means algorithm,
it doesn’t need to initialize K cluster centers, but gets
optimal number of clusters K
√opt through calculations
instead. At first, we set K = ( n − 1)/2 (references the
method of selection of K in literature [16], which
√ satisfies
with the condition of Kopt ≤ Kmax and Kmax ≤ n, and we
consider the strategy of binary search algorithm further),
calculate the clustering qualities of K − 1, K and K + 1,
adjust the number of K, and iterate until K cluster centers
don’t change.
In detail: in the first division, according to the value of
K, a data stream xi is randomly selected as a center
stream, then select other K − 1 data streams which have
the smallest correlation to it as the K − 1 cluster centers.
Then the remaining data streams are put into these K
clusters based on the measure of the closest correlation,
and calculate the clustering quality GK .
For the initial clusters which have been clustered, two
kinds of operation are taken: 1) a data stream is selected
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Input: initial center K, data streams D
Output: stable cluster proposal Rk
1 begin Initialize
2 randomly selects xi and gets
x1,…,xk-1; // x1,…,xk-1 are the
streams which have the smallest
correlation with xi;
3 for x j D do; // xj is the remaining data
4

5

6
7
8

stream
calculate the correlation of xj and
each other center, classify it into the
closest correlation cluster center, and
calculate GK;
add a center xrandom, and calculate
GK+1; in another operation, remove a
center xrandom, and calculate GK-1;
argmax(GK-1,GK,GK+1) and get the
corresponding K ;
go on until we get Kopt;
n accordance with the K-means,
adjust cluster centers until they don’t
change, output the result Rk;

5.1. The experiment of dynamic K-means
The number of users’ browsing behavior data is 32428,
and each one contains user’s ID, browsing address and
browsing time. In the process of user clustering, we need
to complement user’s personal information, the key words
of browsing page and so on, then process browsing path.
This paper compares dynamic K-means with K-means on
the basis of execution time and memory consumption.
The results are shown in Figure 3.

12
dynamic K-means
K-means

8

Execution time(s)

randomly from the clustered clusters as a new added
cluster center, then cluster and calculate GK+1 again; 2)
cluster and calculate GK−1 again after removing a center.
After that, compare GK−1 , GK and GK+1 , get the biggest
G, that is, the best clustering quality in this step. So we
can choose the corresponding K as the number of cluster
centers for next calculation, for example, if the clustering
quality of K − 1 clusters is the best, the number of
clusters is K − 1. Keep on until the clustering quality
adjusts to the optimal.
Now we have selected the best number of clusters
Kopt , then calculate the mean value of each cluster which
have been clustered, and set these mean values as new
centers, then divide clusters again, and adjust until there is
no change according to the clustering steps of K-means.
The Pseudo code of dynamic K-means is as follows:
The model demonstrates that the financial stress index
trend could be simulated properly through the explanatory
variables lagging four quarters (two other variables are
lagging six quarters and eight quarters respectively). In
other words, according to the current financial stress
index and other values of explanatory variables, the
financial stress index in the last four quarters could be
forecast.
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Figure 3 The comparison of time and space efficiency

We can know from Figure 3 that the execution time
and memory consumption of dynamic K-means are better
than K-means, especially when the number of data and
clustering attributes is large.

5.2. The user clustering experiment in SaaS
5. Experimental result
The program is written in Matlab under the Matlab 7.9
running on Windows server 2008. The tests were
performed on a Core(TM) i7 2.67GHz with 4 GMB
Memory and 500GB Hard disk. This experiment is
divided into two parts: 1) test the efficiency of time and
space of dynamic K-means; 2) test the user clustering
effect based on HSMM feature extraction in SaaS. The
data is derived from users’ browsing behaviors and basic
information on SaaS platform.
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The experimental data of SaaS platform include users’
features information data and classification data. In order
to test the users clustering effect based on HSMM feature
extraction in SaaS, this paper designs three comparison
experiments and uses external standards to test the
anastomotic degree between clustering result and existing
classification based on existing data structure, finally,
analyses the results by classification accuracy, class
precision and recall, in which Accuracy(AC),
Precision(PE) and Recall(RE) are denoted as follows
[17]:
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k

AC = ∑ ai /n

(2)

i=1
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dynamic K-means based on HSMM users’ behavior
features extraction. Table 3 shows the result of
comparison of clustering effect.

k

PE = ∑ (ai /ai + bi )/k

(3)

i=1

Table 3 The comparison of clustering effect

k

RE = ∑ (ai /ai + ci )/k

(4)

i=1

n denotes the object number of datasets, ai denotes the
object number classified correctly in class i, bi denotes
the object number classified false in class i, ci denotes the
object number has not been classified in class i which
should, k denotes the number of clusters.
Comparison experiment 1: compare K-means without
users’ behavior features extraction with K-means based on
HSMM users’ behavior features extraction. Table 1 shows
the result of comparison of clustering effect.

Table 1 The comparison of clustering effect

Validation
Measure

K-means

AC
PE
RE

0.622
0.606
0.613

K-means
based on
HSMM
0.731
0.713
0.729

Comparison experiment 2: compare dynamic
K-means based on HMM users’ behavior features
extraction with dynamic K-means based on HSMM users’
behavior features extraction. Table 2 shows the result of
comparison of clustering effect.

Table 2 The comparison of clustering effect

Validation
Measure
AC
PE
RE

dynamic
K-means
based on
HMM
0.732
0.716
0.719

dynamic
K-means
based on
HSMM
0.741
0.720
0.734

Comparison experiment 3: compare K-means based
on HSMM users’ behavior features extraction with

Validation
Measure

K-means
based on
HSMM

AC
PE
RE

0.731
0.713
0.729

dynamic
K-means
based on
HSMM
0.741
0.720
0.734

We can know from the comparison experiments that
the users clustering effect of dynamic K-means based on
HSMM feature extraction proposed in this paper is better
than traditional methods.

6. Conclusion
This paper deeply studies the users’ personalized services
in the model of SaaS and proposes a users’ behavior
features extraction model based on HSMM. For the
shortcomings of Viterbi algorithm in HSMM, we present
certain improvements and raise the efficiency of time and
space. Besides, in order to conquer K-means’s existing
shortages, we propose a dynamic clustering algorithm
called dynamic K-mean to cluster users, which doesn’t
need to give K cluster centers in the process of clustering,
through the comparison of clustering quality in every
iterative process, it adjusts center value automatically and
then gets optimal clustering results. Experimental results
on real and synthetic datasets show that our algorithm has
high accuracy, efficiency and stability. For a future work,
this paper suggests studies on how to decrease
computational complexity and add knowledge rules to
raise the precision of model.
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